
shuttle.  
 
I used Lizbeth size 20 thread color white
 
 
You will need:  
 
Thread in your choice of color and size.
1 tatting shuttle 
5/8" or 1/2" wide (19 or 13 mm) ribbon
Hot glue  
 
ds double stitch  
p picot  
lp long picot  
j join  
 
This article may be helpful in making this pattern.
How to avoid a twisted picot 
http://www.be-stitched.com/twistedpicot.asp
 
Instructions:  
 
Row 1  
 
R: (2ds p) 5 times, 2ds, close, turn 
*Ch: (2ds p) 5 times, 2ds, turn 
R: 2ds p 2ds j to fourth p of previous R, (2ds p) 3 times, 2ds, close, turn*
Repeat between * until there are a total of five rings.
Ch: (2ds p) 5 times, 2ds, turn 
R: 2ds p 2ds j to fourth p of previous R, 2ds p 2ds j
Ch: (2ds p) 5 times, 2ds 
Cut and tie.  
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Tatted Goodie Bowl
 

 
Here is another project where I set out to make 
something and ended up with something else. I 
had originally meant to make this little bowl to fit 
a little, plastic shot glass I found at the party 
store. When I finished it, I saw that it would be 
really hard to stretch it over the glass until the 
stiffener dried. So I set it down while I thought 
about it.  
 
I looked at it again, and saw that it was cute just 
sitting there, so I decided against the shot glass 
and instead threaded some wide ribbon through 
it. It's a great size for some candies.
 
This is a beginner pattern and requires one 

white.  

Thread in your choice of color and size. 

1/2" wide (19 or 13 mm) ribbon 

This article may be helpful in making this pattern. 

stitched.com/twistedpicot.asp 

 

R: 2ds p 2ds j to fourth p of previous R, (2ds p) 3 times, 2ds, close, turn* 
Repeat between * until there are a total of five rings. 

R: 2ds p 2ds j to fourth p of previous R, 2ds p 2ds j to 2nd p of first R, 2ds p 2ds, close, turn
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Goodie Bowl 

Here is another project where I set out to make 
something and ended up with something else. I 
had originally meant to make this little bowl to fit 
a little, plastic shot glass I found at the party 
store. When I finished it, I saw that it would be 

rd to stretch it over the glass until the 
stiffener dried. So I set it down while I thought 

I looked at it again, and saw that it was cute just 
sitting there, so I decided against the shot glass 
and instead threaded some wide ribbon through 
it. It's a great size for some candies. 

This is a beginner pattern and requires one 

to 2nd p of first R, 2ds p 2ds, close, turn 



Row 2  
 
R: (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, j to 4th p of any Ch of previous row, (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, close, turn 
**Leave about 3/4" (22 mm) of thread between this ring and the next ring 
Clover: R: (2ds p) 5 times, 2ds, close, do not turn 
R: 2ds j to last p of previous R, (2ds p) 3 times, 2ds lp (2ds p) 4 times, 2ds close, do not turn 
R: 2ds j to last p of previous R, (2ds p) 4 times, 2ds, close, turn 
Leave about 3/4" (22 mm) of thread between this ring and the next ring 
R: (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, j to 2nd p of the same Ch of previous row, (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, close, turn 
Leave about 3/4" (22 mm) of thread between this ring and the next ring 
R: 2ds p 2ds j to center p of last R on clover, 2ds p 2ds lp (2ds p) 3 times, 2ds, close, turn 
R: (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, j to 4th p of next Ch of previous row, (2ds p) 2 times, 2ds, close, turn** 
Repeat between ** around, joining to the first Clover with the last ring you make. 
Cut and tie.  
 
Weave the ribbon through the second row, overlap ends and glue into place. Make a bow and glue it in 
place.  
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